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Abstract

Identifying pornographic text online is practically useful to
protect children from access to such adult content. However,
some authors may intentionally avoid using sensitive words in
their pornographic texts to take advantage of the lack of hu-
man audits. Without prior knowledge guidance, real seman-
tics of such pornographic text is difficult to understand by ex-
isting methods due to its high context-sensitivity and heavy
usage of figurative language, which brings huge challenges
to the porn detection systems used in social media platforms.
In this paper, we approach to the problem as a document-level
porn identification task by locating and integrating sentence-
level evidence and propose a novel Evidence-Aware Neural
Porn Classification (eNPC) model. Specifically, we first pro-
pose a basic model which locates porn indicative sentences
in the document with a multiple instance learning model, and
then aggregate the sentence-level evidence to induce docu-
ment label with self-attention mechanism. Moreover, we con-
sider label dependencies within local context. Finally, we fur-
ther enhance the sentence representation with prior knowl-
edge produced by an automatic porn lexicon construction
strategy. Extensive experimental results show that our model
exhibits consistent superiority over competitors on two real-
world Chinese novel datasets and an English story dataset.

Introduction
The proliferation of pornographic content online can cre-
ate salient personal and social issues. Such adult content
are not suitable for children and may cause juvenile delin-
quency. Many platforms have built their content rating sys-
tems which rate the suitability of TV broadcasts, movies,
comic books, online literature or video games for their au-
diences1. For example, 9/10 boys and 6/10 girls will be ex-
posed to pornography before they turn 18, and the majority
of online exposures are unwanted and unwarranted, which
may escape from existing content rating systems2 and bring
negative social impact. Pornographic text identification (and
rating) is a rarely studied and important problem, which has
recently drawn much attention from both research commu-
nities (Hu et al. 2007) and industries (He et al. 2020a,b).

Copyright © 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content rating
2everaccountable.com/blog/how-pornography-affects-teenagers-and-children/

s1：Li Xiang closed his
eyes and then reluctantly
removed his left hand
from her jade peak.
s2：After she stood up
from the ground, she
suddenly hugged Li Xiang.
s3：Li Xiang felt a sharp
pain on his left shoulder.
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Figure 1: A typical content rating system. A pornographic
example with highlighted sentence-level evidences is given.

The workflow of a typical online content rating system is
displayed in Figure 1. Texts such as comments, blogs, and
novels submitted to websites by authors are first checked by
the content rating system which can refute plenty of obvi-
ous pornographic texts and send the suspicious texts to the
auditor for confirmation. With long time struggling experi-
ence against such content rating systems, some authors may
purposely avoid using sensitive words in their pornographic
texts to get away with the automatic screening process. For
example, the pornographic sentence s1 in Figure 1 may be
misidentified as a normal type by using figurative words
“jade peak” instead of sensitive word “breast”. Obviously,
identifying such pornographic texts is difficult due to highly
context-sensitive and figurative arousal content. In particu-
lar, the battle against such pornographic texts is regularly
considered as one of the key challenges in text classification
and semantic understanding of long texts.

Intuitively, pornographic text identification can be formu-
lated as a text classification task (Lee, Hui, and Fong 2002,
2005; Hu et al. 2007). Classification models are trained on
documents annotated with labels and used to predict pre-
defined categories such as “porn” or “normal” given un-
seen texts. However, this kind of model based on traditional
or neural text classification lacks of result interpretability,
which cannot provide indicative porn evidence to back up
manual reaffirmation and maybe cause bias and misuse.
Rooted from the need in real-world applications, we define
the pornographic text identification as a task that aims at
predicting whether the given document is “porn” or “nor-
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mal” by pinpointing and integrating the sentence-level ev-
idence for classification, with only document-level labels
being available, which is dubbed as evidence-aware iden-
tification of porn text. Document-level annotation is rela-
tively easy to obtain due to the wide use of policy violation
reporting function provided by online literature platforms.
Recently, Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) is proposed to
classify each segment (e.g., sentence) in a bag (e.g., docu-
ment) with CNN and then aggregate the prediction results as
the final prediction of the bag without any sentence-level an-
notations (Angelidis and Lapata 2018; Hellman et al. 2020).
Despite it may be applied to our problem, the model learns
representation for each sentence independently and ignores
the context dependency among sentences which can provide
helpful clues for identifying suspicious porn indicative sen-
tences. Besides, it ignores prior knowledge and cannot han-
dle highly context-sensitive and figurative arousal content
which contains explicit or implicit pornographic semantics.

To identify complex pornographic semantics accurately,
high-quality porn lexicons should be utilized to provide prior
knowledge to guide the classification, like sentiment lexi-
cons used for sentiment classification (Wu et al. 2019; Song
et al. 2016; Feng et al. 2015). However, a manually created
task-specific lexicon is usually time-consuming and labor-
intensive, which will affect the applicability of the model
greatly. As far as we know, there are currently no publicly
available porn lexicons. Different from previous studies,
we aim to automatically generate a high-quality and wide-
coverage porn lexicon which can guide sentence representa-
tion by focusing more on the keywords while training.

In this paper, we address the rarely studied task of porno-
graphic text identification by proposing a novel and exten-
sible Evidence-Aware Neural Porn Classification (eNPC)
model, which conducts document-level porn identification
and locates porn indicative sentences simultaneously only
under the supervision of document-level labels. The contri-
butions of this paper are three-folds:
• We propose a MIL-based model eNPC, which classi-

fies all the sentences and then aggregates the sentence-
level predictions into document-level prediction via atten-
tion weights calculated by capturing pornographic context
clues, i.e., context semantic and context label predictions.

• We propose an automatic porn lexicon construction strat-
egy which can provide prior knowledge to guide sentence
representation by enriching word inputs with type embed-
dings from lexicons and adjusting word attention appro-
priately via an auxiliary word-level classification task.

• Extensive experiments conducted on two real-world Chi-
nese novel paragraph datasets and a English personal
story dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our model.

Related Work
Social media data generated by netizens have already been
studied to address various social issues, including sexual
harassment (Chowdhury et al. 2019; Karlekar and Bansal
2018; Khatua, Cambria, and Khatua 2018), spam content
detection (He et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2019, 2020) and porno-
graphic text identification (Hu et al. 2007). Pornographic

text identification is important but rarely studied before.
Existing methods are mainly based on keyword matching
and statistics and on text classification. Lee et al. (2002;
2005) counted the frequencies with which keywords ap-
pear in a text. The frequencies, together with the relevant
web page features, are used as the input to the Kohonen
self-organizing neural network (KSOM) which will deter-
mine whether a text can be classified as pornographic. Du et
al. (2003) extracted feature vectors from pornographic and
normal texts, and proposed a feature matching method. Hu
et al. (2007) trained three classifiers respectively based on
continuous text pages, discrete text pages and image pages.
A fusion alogirthm, based on Bayes theory, was proposed
to fuse the results from texts and images. Recently, He et
al. (2020a) proposed a Skim and Intensive Reading Model
(SIRM) for detecting harmful contents polluting the web
space. Later, He et al. (2020b) further studied to identify in-
decent readings by augmenting neural network models with
human reading behaviors. Compared with previous studies,
we aim to identify pornographic texts while locating porn
indicative sentences, which is proved more conducive to the
platform’s control over pornographic content.

Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) is first proposed in im-
age processing field, and recently applied to natural lan-
guage processing. Angelidis et al. (2018) proposed a MIL-
based model to perform document-level and sentence-level
sentiment classification with only document labels. Wang et
al. (2018) and Song et al. (2019) applied it to peer-reviewed
research papers and customer satisfaction analysis. Davani
et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2016) learned using sentence-
level evidence for document-level classification. However,
all these methods cannot adapt to our porn identification sce-
nario well because of failing to understand implicit porno-
graphic semantics in long texts. Besides, all these methods
ignore incorporating prior task-specific knowledge.

Incorporating task-specific prior knowledge will provide
helpful information for model training. Wu et al. (2019) took
advantage of multi-task learning to learn task-specific word
embeddings and word attentions simultaneously. Chen et
al. (2019b) proposed an auxiliary tagging task to integrate
sentiment commonsense into sequential neural networks.
Chen et al. (2019a) retrieved similar concepts from external
knowledge base to enhance the semantic representation of
short texts. However, these studies relied on existing task-
specific lexicons and their modeling strategies are kind of
rough. Different from previous studies, we propose an au-
tomatic porn lexicon construction strategy called semantic
composition (CS) which provides high-quality and wide-
coverage pornographic knowledge to enhance sentence rep-
resentation learning while training.

Our approach to this task is based on multi-instance learn-
ing framework which integrates effective techniques de-
signed for our task specifically, such as porn lexicon con-
struction, prior knowledge incorporation, labels of local con-
text integration, and multiple instance learning for locating
relevant evidence. To our best knowledge, none of previous
work in this domain considers such level of thoroughness on
modeling and has achieved comparable performance to ours.
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Evidence-Aware Neural Porn Classification
In this section, we first propose a context-sensitive MIL-
based model eNPC that classifies each document and all its
consisted sentences into binary categories under the supervi-
sion of document annotation. The overall model architecture
is displayed in Figure 2, which consists of three neural net-
work layers: Sentence Representation Layer, Sentence Clas-
sification Layer and Document Classification Layer.

Sentence Representation Layer
Let any document d ∈ D containing |d| sentences as
[s1, ...si..., s|d|], where si = [wi1, ...wit..., wi|si|] is the i-
th sentence and |si| is the sentence length. We transform
each sentence si into a sequence of low-dimensional dense
vectors ei = [ei1, ...eit..., ei|si|] via a look-up table E ∈
RV×K , where V is the vocabulary size and K is the di-
mension of word embeddings. Then, ei is fed into a Bi-
LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal 1997) to produce hidden states
{hit} of words, where hit ∈ RH summarizes the informa-
tion of the whole sentence centered around the word wit and
H is the hidden size. Afterwards, we use attention mech-
anism to select important words to obtain informative sen-
tence representation. The attention weight αit ∈ (0, 1) of
the t-th word wit in any sentence si can be formulated as
below:

uit = tanh(Wwhit + bw)

αit =
exp(uT

itUw)∑|si|
k=1 exp(u

T
ikUw)

(1)

where Ww, bw and Uw are learnable model parameters and
exp(·) is an exponential function. The final sentence repre-
sentation vi ∈ RH is the weighted summation of all the
hidden states {hit} by the following formula:

vi =
∑

t∈[1,|si|]

αithit (2)

Sentence Classification Layer
The sequential sentence vectors [v1, ...vi...,v|d|] are then
fed into another Bi-LSTM and produce hidden states
[h1, ...hi, ...,h|d|], where hi ∈ RH summarizes the infor-
mation of the whole document centered around the sen-
tence si. Afterwards, each hi is fed into a linear layer
and then a softmax function to obtain the sentence label
li ← softmax(Wlhi + bl), where li ∈ G = {0, 1},
Wl and bl are learnable parameters shared across all the
sentences, labels 1 and 0 denote porn and normal classes,
respectively. It is hypothesized that contextual sentences
[si−I , ...si..., si+I ] within window size 2I + 1 near any tar-
get sentence si can provide useful clues as porn sentences
may be close to each other. Therefore, we obtain local con-
text label l̂i = max

{
[li−I , ...li..., li+I ]

}
. Finally, we can

obtain the predicted probability distribution psi ∈ R|G| for
each sentence over classes G by:

psi = softmax
(
Ws[hi; l̂i] + bs

)
(3)

where Ws and bs are learnable model parameters, and no-
tation [; ] denotes concatenation operation.

Document Classification Layer
To obtain probability distribution for a document d, we opt
for an attention mechanism to reward sentences that are
more likely to be good predictors. Therefore, we measure
the importance of each sentence si through a scoring func-
tion as below:

ui = tanh
(
Wd[hi; l̂i] + bd

)
βi =

exp(uT
iUd)∑|d|

k=1 exp(u
T
kUd)

(4)

where Wd, bd and Ud are learnable parameters. Finally,
we obtain the document-level probability distribution pd ∈
R|G| as the weighted sum of predicted probability distribu-
tions of all the sentences:

pd =
∑

i∈[1,|d|]

βipsi (5)

Note that our approach only needs document labels while
sentence labels are unobserved.

We use the cross-entropy loss to minimize the error be-
tween the distribution of the predicted document labels and
the gold labels of the documents:

Ld = − 1

|D|

|D|∑
j=1

|G|∑
c=1

gcdj
log
(
pc
dj

)
(6)

where D is the training set, gcdj
is 1 or 0 indicating whether

class c is a correct answer for the j-th training instance, and
pc
dj

is the predicted probability for class c. We use back
propagation to calculate the gradients of all the parameters,
and update them with Momentum optimizer (Qian 1999).

Pornographic Semantics Modeling
Identifying pornographic texts is difficult due to both ob-
vious and implied semantics. On one hand, existing models
lack prior knowledge to attend on obvious pornographic sen-
sitive words while training, which may lead to poor sentence
representation. On the other hand, implicit pornographic text
is commonly composed of normal words, which is highly
context-sensitive and figurative. In the Figure 2 (Left), we
first introduce an effective strategy to build a high-quality
porn lexicon automatically from corpus, and then use it to
enhance sentence presentation by enriching inputs and guid-
ing attention calculation, simultaneously.

Porn Lexicon Automatic Construction
Pornographic semantics is difficult to understand due to
high context-sensitivity and heavy usage of figurative lan-
guage without any prior knowledge. Thus, we propose an
automatic porn lexicon construction strategy called seman-
tic composition (CS), which mainly includes three key steps:
• Step 1: Let the annotated corpus as a document-word tf-

idf matrix Mdw ∈ R|D|×V and a document-label matrix
Mdc ∈ R|D|×|G|, and then a word-label matrix Mwc ∈
RV×|G| can be obtained by matrix multiplication as blow:

Mwc = MT
dwMdc (7)
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Figure 2: The architecture of our eNPC model with prior knowledge enhancement. The left figure includes the construction of
a porn lexicon (left module) and prior knowledge enhanced sentence representation layer (middle&right module), and the right
figure includes the sentence classification layer (lower module) and the document classification layer (upper module).

• Step 2: After that, a normalized matrix M̃wc ∈ RV×|G|

can be obtained by first applying column-wise min-max
normalization to Mwc ∈ RV×|G|, which makes all the
elements under the same label are comparable.

M̃wc(i,j) =
Mwc(i,j) −min (Mwc(·,j))

max (Mwc(·,j))−min (Mwc(·,j))
(8)

• Step 3: Finally, we scale each row-wise data of M̃wc(i,·)
that sums up to one, where each row denotes a porn prob-
ability distribution for a word.

M̂wc(i,j) =
M̃wc(i,j)∑|G|
t=1 M̃wc(i,t)

(9)

In order to produce a high-quality lexicon, we only reserve
the words with high-frequency γ and restrict their part of
speech (POS) to nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs by us-
ing existing POS tagging tools. For any normal word, its
probability distribution is close to [1, 0]; for any obvious
porn word, its probability distribution is close to [0, 1].

Incorporating Pornographic Knowledge
To enrich input representations, we first concatenate word
embedding eit of each input word wit with its correspond-
ing porn-indication embedding oit ∈ R|G| by a learnable
look-up matrix Ep ∈ R|G|×V . For the words in lexicon, ma-
trix elements are initialized with their porn probability dis-
tributions (see M̂wc(i,j) in Equation 9), otherwise randomly
initialized. Thus, the original inputs of word sequence {eit}
can be further enriched by the formula as below:

eit ← [eit;oit] (10)

where the new word vector eit ∈ RK+|G|.

Besides, we aim to make the pornographic words {hit}
being paid more attention when modeling sentences. Specif-
ically, we resort to multi-task learning by jointly learning an
auxiliary word-level porn classifier which is complementary
to our document-level porn classifier. We consider the words
with high pornography probabilities larger than a threshold δ
(i.e., δ = 0.8) as porn, otherwise as normal. To this end, we
first feed the hidden state hit of each word into a softmax
function to compute word class probability:

pwit
= softmax(Wwhit + bw) (11)

where Ww and bw are learnable model parameters. Then,
we use the cross-entropy function to minimize the loss be-
tween the gold word labels and predicted class probability
distribution for each word:

Lw = − 1

N

|D|∑
j=1

|dj |∑
i=1

|si|∑
t=1

|G|∑
c=1

gcwit
log
(
pc
wit

)
(12)

where N is the number of words in training set. The final
loss function is the weighted sum of Ld and Lw as below:

L = Ld + λLw (13)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is an adjustable trade-off factor to measure
the relative importance of different parts.

Experiments and Results
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on three
real-world datasets to evaluate the effectiveness of our
eNPC. The datasets are described in detail as follows:
• MiDu is a Chinese novel paragraph dataset collected by

ourselves from an online literature reading platform called
MiDu App3, where each paragraph has up to 30 sentences.
3http://www.midureader.com/
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MiDu Train Dev Test Total
#Paragraphs 50,300 6,288 6,288 62,876
#Porn Paragraphs 5,947 709 704 7,360
#Normal Paragraphs 44,353 5,579 5,584 55,516
#Porn sentences 6,852 811 809 8,472
#Normal sentences 309,494 38,841 38,773 387,108
AliWX Train Dev Test Total
#Paragraphs 21,739 2,717 2,718 27,174
#Porn Paragraphs 5,704 725 745 7,174
#Normal Paragraphs 16,035 1,992 1,973 20,000
Safecity Train Dev Test Total
#Stories 7,156 894 895 8,945
#Porn stories 4,868 601 615 6,084
#Normal stories 2,134 293 280 2,707

Table 1: The statistics of the three datasets we used.

We adopt the strictest standard, i.e., any paragraph re-
lated to the topics of sexual description, sexual behav-
ior, sexology knowledge, and sexual vulgarity are anno-
tated as Porn, otherwise Normal. Finally, we build a cor-
pus with 62,876 paragraphs including 7,360 pornographic
paragraphs and 55,516 normal paragraphs. In order to ver-
ify the performance of evidence locating, the dataset is
also annotated with sentence-level labels. Note that sen-
tence labels are only used for testing. For the dataset, two
well-trained annotators labeled each paragraph and the
Cohen’s kappa coefficient of inter-rater agreement is 0.85,
and then labeled the sentences and the Cohen’s kappa co-
efficient is 0.82. A third annotator made the final decision
in case of disagreement.

• AliWX is the only publicly available industrial novel
dataset collected from Alibaba Literature4, which con-
tains lots of obscure pornographic content since the au-
thors of these novels may purposely avoid using explicit
and sensitive words instead of figurative words because of
the censorship (He et al. 2020a). Compared with MiDu,
AliWX is more balanced and its paragraphs are longer.

• Safecity is a public English story dataset (Karlekar and
Bansal 2018) derived from public sexual harassment per-
sonal stories in Safecity online forum5. As we focus on bi-
nary classification, we ignore the differences among tags
by annotating the post with any sexual harassment tag as
Porn, otherwise Normal. Since Safecity is small and each
consisted story is short, we use Safecity as an auxiliary
dataset due to the lack of public English porn dataset.

The Chinese datasets are tokenized and POS tagged by a
Chinese word segmentation utility called jieba6. The English
dataset is POS tagged by NLTK7. After preprocessing, all
the datasets are partitioned into training, development and
testing sets with 80/10/10 split. The statistics of the datasets
are given in Table 1. All the resources have been released8.

4https://www.aliwx.com.cn/
5The dataset contains 3 forms of tags (i.e., groping, ogling and commenting).
6https://pypi.org/project/jieba/
7http://www.nltk.org/
8https://sites.google.com/view/aaai-2021

Experimental Settings
For all the methods, we apply fine-tuning for the word vec-
tors. The Chinese word embeddings are obtained by train-
ing CBOW (Mikolov et al. 2013) on our Chinese corpora
(i.e., Midu and AliWX). Similarly, the English word em-
beddings are obtained by training CBOW on our English
corpus (i.e., Safecity). The word vectors are initialized by
the word embeddings, where the dimension is 300 and the
English/Chinese vocabulary size is 10K/155.5K. All the
learnable model parameters are initialized by sampling val-
ues from a uniform distribution U(−0.01, 0.01). The hyper-
parameters are tuned to the best on the development set. The
size of hidden states H is 50, the dropout rate is 0.1, the
learning rate is 0.1, the learning rate decay is 0.9, the trade-
off factor λ is 0.3, the batch size is 32, the window size
I = 2, and the number of epochs is 10. The lexicon size
for MiDu/AliWX/Safecity dataset is 18,129/28,139/2,075
by reserving words with frequency γ ≥ 10/10/5. We use
Macro F1 and Accuracy as the evaluation metrics.

Comparative Study
We compare our approach with several state-of-the-art clas-
sification methods which are partitioned into two groups that
ignore lexicons (models 1-4) or use lexicons (models 5-7).

• LSTM is the standard Long Short Term Memory net-
work (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997).

• HAN is the hierarchical attention network for document
classification (Yang et al. 2016).

• MILNET conducts both document-level and sentence-
level classification under the supervision of document la-
bels (Angelidis and Lapata 2018).

• SIRM is the Skim and Intensive Reading Model which
identifies spam texts by using three components: skim
reading component, intensive reading component, and ad-
versarial training component (He et al. 2020a).

• Lex is an easy heuristic method which identifies porno-
graphic text by judging whether it contains porn words
appearing in our constructed porn lexicon.

• SCSNN is the Sentiment Aware Attention and Word Em-
beddings which addresses sentiment analysis by using
multi-task learning to conduct sentence-level and word-
level classification simultaneously (Chen et al. 2019b).

• SAATWE is the Sentiment Commonsense Induced Se-
quential Neural Networks which uses multi-task learning
to learn task-specific word embeddings and word atten-
tions for document classification (Wu et al. 2019).

Results and Analysis: From Table 2, we can find that
Lex performs worst because of ignoring contextual seman-
tics. LSTM and Bi-LSTM can not compete with other mod-
els because of ignoring different importance of words. HAN
and MILNET perform much better by using a two-layer doc-
ument architecture, but they can not capture complex porno-
graphic semantics well due to the simplicity of their model
architectures. SIRM simulates human reading behavior and
can better understand semantics via a skim-reading mod-
ule and intensive-reading module. However, SIRM still can
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Midu AliWX SafecityMethods
MacroF1 Accuracy MacroF1 Accuracy MacroF1 Accuracy

LSTM 84.38 94.15 85.01 88.12 77.65 81.01
Bi-LSTM 84.53 94.08 85.62 88.48 79.09 81.56
HAN 87.11 94.86 88.07 90.62 79.01 81.68
MILNET 85.10 94.23 85.33 88.70 78.57 82.23
SIRM 86.37 94.80 87.94 90.69 80.85 82.91
eNPC (Basic) 88.25 95.67 88.96 91.13 79.85 83.02
Lex 64.83 89.48 54.97 61.03 35.95 38.99
SCSNN 88.11 95.52 88.52 90.77 80.97 83.24
SAATWE 87.93 95.23 88.96 91.46 78.87 82.12
eNPC (Final) 89.70 95.99 89.51 91.69 81.66 84.13

Table 2: Comparison among different classification models.

Midu AliWX SafecityMethods
MacroF1 Accuracy MacroF1 Accuracy MacroF1 Accuracy

eNPC (Basic) 88.25 95.67 88.96 91.13 79.85 83.02
eNPC-l̂i 87.96 95.55 88.05 90.73 79.45 82.79
eNPC+wp 89.36 95.79 89.21 91.46 80.73 83.46
eNPC+pe 88.81 95.74 89.02 91.46 80.18 82.91
eNPC+wp+pe 89.70 95.99 89.51 91.69 81.66 84.13

Table 3: Comparison among different model configurations.

not outperform ours because its CNN-based modules fail to
capture sequential information well and ignore label depen-
dencies of contexts. All these methods ignore prior porno-
graphic knowledge which helps improve the performance.

SCSNN and SAATWE incorporate lexicon into model-
ing, but they ignore label dependencies of context and can
not locate porn indicative sentences. Besides, constructing
a high-quality porn lexicon is usually time-consuming and
labor-intensive, these models may face large usage restric-
tions. Compared with all the competitors, eNPC achieves the
best result because it makes the most of context information
and porn knowledge derived from an automatic lexicon con-
struction method. This again verifies the effectiveness and
applicability of our method.

Ablation Study
Different model configurations can largely affect the model
performance. In Table 3, we implement several model vari-
ants for ablation tests by removing (“-”) or adding (“+”)
different model components. eNPC-l̂i ignores labels of lo-
cal context from Basic eNPC. eNPC+pe concatenates porn-
indication embeddings with the word embeddings of the Ba-
sic eNPC. eNPC+wp adds word-level porn classification.
eNPC+wp+pe is our fully configured model which consid-
ers word-level porn classification and porn-indication em-
beddings, simultaneously.

From Table 3, we can find that eNPC+wp and eNPC+pe
outperforms the eNPC because porn lexicon provides help-
ful prior knowledge on guiding sentence representation.
eNPC-l̂i performs worst because of ignoring the fact that
porn sentences are close to each other and target label can
be derived from its context labels. Our eNPC+wp+pe (Fi-
nal eNPC) performs best because of accurately locating key
pornographic words and understanding context semantics,
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Figure 3: The proportion of lexicon words over probabilities.

words (normal, porn) words (normal, porn)
jade peak (0.0682, 0.9318) breast (0.3843, 0.6157)
plump (0.3624, 0.6376) relax (0.4997, 0.5003)
gasp (0.5076, 0.4924) fight (0.3718, 0.6282)
study (0.8420, 0.1580) bracelet (0.7111, 0.2889)
make love (0.1589, 0.8411) caress (0.2829, 0.7171)

Table 4: The probability distribution of 10 example words.

which implies the effectiveness of different components.

Porn Lexicon Study
The quality of constructed porn lexicons may influence the
classification performance greatly. We first study the porn
distribution of all the words in our lexicons. Since we only
reserve the words with specified Part-Of-Speech (i.e., noun,
verb, adjective and adverb), our lexicon is only a subset of
the vocabulary. Specifically, we partition all the words into
10 bins according to their porn probabilities, i.e., bin1 =
[0, 0.1), bin2 = [0.1, 0.2), ..., bin9 = [0.8, 0.9), bin10 =
[0.9, 1]. The results are displayed in Figure 3. We can find
that the words concentrated in the area of [0.4, 0.8] occupy
a larger proportion. This is reasonable because most words
can appear in either porn sentences or normal sentences, and
these words usually have relatively balanced distributions.

In Table 4, we display 10 example words of our lexicon
constructed from the AliWX dataset. We can find that some
words are obvious pornographic, such as “make love” and
“caress”, some words are normal or pornographic irrelevant,
such as “bracelet” and “gasp”, and the remaining words can
be used everywhere, such as “relax” and “fight”. Note that
the words “jade peak” are used as a metaphor for the shape
of target “ breast”, thus it is obvious pornographic.

The size of porn lexicons may also influence the clas-
sification performance greatly. The sizes of lexicons in
MiDu, AliWX and Safecity are 18,129/28,139/2,075, re-
spectively. Therefore, we randomly sample x% (x =
0, 25, 50, 75, 100) words from the original lexicons, and fur-
ther study the impact of porn lexicon size on the classifica-
tion performance. The results are displayed in Figure 4. We
can observe that our eNPC performs worst when ignoring in-
corporating prior knowledge (i.e., 0%), which again verifies
the necessity of enhancing sentence representation with porn
knowledge. Besides, the performance on MiDu and AliWX
gradually improves until stable when sampling proportion is
≥ 50%. The results on Safecity achieves consistently im-
provements because lexicon contributes more to the small
dataset. Note that the classification performance may de-
crease slightly because automatically constructed lexicons
may contain noises without manual intervention.
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Figure 4: The influences of porn lexicon size

Top 50% Last 50% MiduMethods
MacroF1 Accuracy MacroF1 Accuracy MacroF1 Accuracy

Lex 52.97 88.73 50.72 94.23 52.23 92.27
eNPC (Basic) 89.41 98.26 76.63 99.20 86.12 98.87
MILNET 86.35 97.88 69.80 98.90 81.63 98.53
eNPC (Final) 89.79 98.51 75.78 99.35 86.48 99.05

Table 5: Comparison among different sentence-level evi-
dence locating methods. The best results are highlighted.

Results on Sentence-level Classification
To study the validity of evidence locating ability, we com-
pare the eNPC (Basic/Final) with MILNet and Lex on
sentence-level porn classification. Besides, we also study
the influences of paragraph lengths on the evidence locating
considering our weakly-supervision learning strategy. Thus,
we partition the testing set of MiDu into two groups with
the same size according to the number of sentences within
each paragraph. The results of comparisons are displayed in
Table 5. Note that the testing set in MiDu is imbalanced be-
cause there are much more normal sentences than porn sen-
tences (i.e., #normal

#porn ≈ 47.92). Thus, the metric of Macro
F1 is more suitable and accurate than Accuracy.

From Table 5, we can observe that basic eNPC outper-
forms MILNet and Lex, which proves the effectiveness of
modeling context dependencies among sentences. Our fi-
nal eNPC using prior knowledge performs best, which again
proves the effectiveness of our approach on locating porn in-
dicative sentences. Besides, we can observe that as the bag
(i.e., paragraph) contains more segments (i.e., sentences),
the classification performance decreases to a certain extent.
This is because sentence-level prediction results are inferred
indirectly from document labels. A long paragraph with
more sentences will bring more noise to pornographic ev-
idence locating. Compared with MILNET, our eNPC model
performs much better on longer paragraphs, which proves
the robustness of the method.

Case Study
Table 6 displays five example sentences (i.e., s1-s5) with
the identified results of Lex, MILNET and our eNPC. We
also give the gold standards of these examples for reference.
The correct identification is marked as!, otherwise#. The
original Chinese sentences in MiDu dataset have been trans-
lated into English sentences for understandability.

In Table 6, we can observe that the simple sentence s1
is identified correctly by all the methods because it has ob-

Id Example Sentences (Chinese → English)

s1
Help, bad guys, rogue, assault me!

Lex:! MILNet:! eNPC:! Truth:Porn

s2

Li held breath and listened to the sound in the room.
The warm breath brought a trace of coquettish
voice, which clearly meant what was going on.
Lex:! MILNet:# eNPC:! Truth:Porn

s3

Xiao Yan’s mouth showed a slight smile, her sexy
thin lips came to the base of Ye Xiaomo’s ears, and

said softly: be quite, don’t be angry.
Lex:# MILNet:! eNPC:! Truth:Normal

s4

The beauty only wore a big t-shirt and a pair of shorts
, her breast was high and her skin was fair as fat.

Lex:# MILNet:# eNPC:! Truth:Normal

s5

Haha, his little brother is so small, 25mm.
Hahaha, I have never seen such a little brother.

Lex:# MILNet:# eNPC:# Truth:Porn

Table 6: The identified results of five example sentences in
MiDu. The pornographic fragments are highlighted and the
words hitting the porn lexicon are underlined.

vious pronographic semantics and hits sensitive words with
porn probabities larger than the threshold δ = 0.8 (e.g., “bad
guys”, “rogue” and “assult”) in the porn lexicon. For the sen-
tence s2, we can find that our eNPC outperforms the MIL-
Net by accurately identifying descriptions of pornographic
scenes by considering prior knowledge. The Lex method
can also classify the sentence correctly by hitting sensitive
words “coquettish voice”. For the sentence s3, both eNPC
and MILNet perform better than Lex because of capturing
semantics of the sentence accurately that does not contain
any obvious porn words. The sentence s4 is normal, but it is
misclassified by MILNet which ignores context dependen-
cies and by Lex which mishits the porn word “breast”. Ob-
viously, the description about clothing and figure does not
belong to pornography. For the bad case s5, all the methods
cannot handle this metaphorical description well because of
involving common sense reasoning. Through the combina-
tion of the normal words “little brother” and “25mm”, it can
be inferred that the sentence s5 is related to pornography.
The sentence s5 is the most difficult and we will leave this
for future work.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we study a porn identification task for child
protection by proposing an extensible eNPC approach. It can
classify all the sentences by considering context semantics
and labels, and then aggregate the sentence-level prediction
results into the document-level prediction. A porn lexicon is
built automatically from the corpus via a semantic compo-
sition strategy and used as prior knowledge to guide model
training in both input layer and attention layer. Our model
can be customized to protect children from reaching porn
text by adopting porn labels of different levels of strictness.
Experiments conducted on three real-world datasets indi-
cate the effectiveness of our approach. In the future, we will
study fine-grained classification on pornographic texts.
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